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Grand Master: Crackle Snaffler, Hare Razor: FitBit, Hash Cash:
Pheregnome, Hash Tag: Good ‘n’ ‘Ard, Hash Haberdash:
Rover, Religious Advisor: Wimpout
drakeh3.co.uk

Upcoming Runs:
Date: 07/06/2021
Hare
: Grizzly
Location : Grenofen Bridge (SX 490 709)
On Down: Burrator Inn .. probably, if not Royal Oak

Post Mortem - Run # 1901
Hare: Justine Thyme … with possible guidance from the Eye of Horus
Hashers: Rover… of course there were others but not good with hash names, have only just had enough
years to learn Rovers name
Venue : Bel Tor & thereabouts

Somewhat late to the fray due to fire ont’ moor, road closure & much less than direct re-routing assistance
from Ms Google I joined the hash posse someway down & Northward from Bell Tor Car Park and enjoyed
some initial lengthy check backs & lengthy new gorse growth.
Some Up & some contouring took us toward the familiar faded union Jack enrobing Rovers loins at full
mast plus a few inches, not sure how he got there or how he got to the Tavistock Inn before anyone else ….
must be some magic in them shorts.
Then following either long or short of two trails up 100m to the top of Common Tor & some assortment of
sweeties at the top. From here we could see the cars & I thought this maybe the longest OH ever but
following the big downhill the trail took a turn in the opposite direction following the road & across/up to
Sharps Tor with another option for taking in the view or not but nice it was when we got up there.
This week’s aqueous content came in the form of Simon’s Lake, not actually a lake but a muddy ford
followed by an expanse of bovine excrement no doubt good for the complexion & not far from home.
Tavistock Inn had a good few locals within & Cheesey Chips back on the menu.
All in all a fine eve out & almost normal …. except for those weirdos a saw running about the Moor earlier.

On on,
Grizzly

